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ABSTRACT
This work presents a Decision Support System to assist multiple
team formation in the context of software development. After
analysis of recent works in the literature, it was found that the
approaches are still unable to reflect the real needs of the industry,
which makes their practical application difficult. Our findings
confirm the benefits of our prototype developed to researchers
who are interested in comprehending the team formation problem
and industry practitioners who may be interested in understanding
how Decision Support Systems can support the teams formation.
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Introduction

Team Formation Problem consists of a set coverage problem [1]
in which a group is selected from defined criteria to perform a
task. It can be considered an NP-hard problem [1], [2], [3], in
diverse applications such as academic collaborations [4], medical
and sports teams [5] [6].
In the context of Software Engineering, the Multiple Team
Formation Problem objective is to allocate multiple developers to
different projects, which is a challenge because the demands
conflict causes the dispute for human resources [7].
Different characteristics group the members on teams. The
literature points out the dimensions to help to compose teams. In
some cases, the choice of members involves availability,
individual cost, and budget constraints [8], [9]. Studies focus on
soft skills, that consider behavior, personality type, ability to
teamwork, know how to negotiate, proactivity, autonomy, and

control ability [9], [10], [11]. However, technical skills can be
efficient to form a software team, due to their technical nature
present in the information technology area.
Usually, the teams are allocated manually and based on the
experience and intuition of the managers, which can result in a
slow process, subject to errors, subjective, tendentious, and high
human dependence [12]. Furthermore, the diversity of attributes
produces a large number of possible combinations, making it a
repetitive process to achieve the best result. Therefore, team
formation tasks require the support of tools to automate, to
minimize time and errors [2].
To use information from software project management
platforms is a way to automate the team-building process. These
systems produce data that require use of artificial intelligence
techniques, such as the use of Machine Learning, to develop
intelligent solutions [13].
The literature points out approaches to team-building. Schall
[14] developed a model to analyze software ecosystems by
optimization with genetic algorithms. Gilal et al. [10] developed a
model to compose software teams using the attributes: team role,
personality type, and gender. Paredes-Valverde et al. [15] used the
participation and experiences in previous projects to suggest
teams. Costa et al. [7] used genetic algorithms to suggest teams
for agile projects based on hard skills.
Although alternatives strive to form teams properly, attempts
are not a smart way to deal with a scenario of practical
application, on an increased scale, and in a real context. What is
clear is that the proposals are to define attributes, test composition
techniques, and create conceptual models, but human dependence
is still strong.
Is fundamental to consider the managers preferences regarding
the most effective technical skills about the used project
technologies. In addition, the team objectives are diverse, such as
starting a new project, training, solve a specific problem, among
others. Therefore, skills must be mapped to attend most team
purposes. It is also important to develop and validate a tool with
high-level information that meets the real needs of managers, is
viable and effective to suggest teams. With this, it will be possible
to present a concrete solution, as close as possible to the real

world and allow adjustments with minimal change in the quality
of teamwork.
In our previous study, we proposed a multiple-team formation
model based on the use of a genetic algorithm that uses
information from professionals in previous projects to optimize
the composition of teams. As a result, our solution achieved an
average of 86.4% accuracy against the teams chosen by managers
and an average of 75% acceptance against the recommended
teams and much faster when compared to the manual allocation
process [16].
To enable the applicability of the proposed team
recommendation system in industrial environments, we have
developed a tool based on a Decision Support System, called
Teamplus.
In this article, we focus on key features identified and how
information should be presented in a team-building support
system. In addition, we focus to demonstrate the Teamplus tool
and report a comparison against other systems, aim to contribute
to the literature in the area, and for future acceptance in a real
industrial environment.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
materials and methods. Section 3 presents the results and
discussions. Section 4 presents the final remarks as well as the
main future works opportunities.
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verified that the team formation algorithms and tools are a
solution that should be widely discussed. They can present
practical results to reduce the companies' problems in the team
formation task (RQ2). Table 1 illustrates a review of approaches
to support team formation.
Table 1: Approaches or decision support systems for team
formation.
Approach/
DSS/

Problems

Method

Reference

Singh

Members manual selection
to form team breaks
deadlines, increase budgets,
and is a slow process

Algorithm for
automatic select
members based on
team estimates

[21]

Latorre

Critical impact on projects,
but the team formation is
treated in the background

Socio-technical
framework

[22]

Jana

Attribution of members to
form teams is ineffective

Binary
mathematical
model, based on
cost and effort
targets

[23]

Gharote

Friction and dissatisfaction
in the manual allocation
made by managers

Scattered search
algorithm

[24]

Arias

Team recommendation is
little explored; manual and
non-comparative process; it
does not analyze individual
and collective performance;
punctual allocation

Allocation based
on capacity,
function and
historical
performance (e.g.
frequency,
duration, quality
and cost)

[25]

ParedesValverde

Manual team formation is
complex in medium and
large companies

DSS based on the
semantic similarity
between the
requirements
document and
previous projects

[15]

Almeida

The process of assigning
software engineers to agile
teams is carried out
empirically based on the
experience and maturity of
software professionals or
using a self assignment
approach

DSS to assigning
an agile team
considering the
technical and
social
skills of employees

[26]

Materials and Methods

This work investigates the design of a tool to support software
team formation. The proposed solution is a software tool to assist
project managers to compose teams of software developers. The
design of this study follows the life cycle proposed by Kontio
[17], positing this research into different phases. The present
study was developed in the informational and propositional phases
[17].
The objective is develop a Decision Support System to
automate on level 2 [18] the multiple software teams formation
based on technical skills, from gaps and trends identified of
literature about software teams formation. To achieve this, we
formulated the following research questions (RQs): RQ1: What is
the current scenario in the literature on solutions, strategy, criteria,
and characteristics to the software multiple teams formation
problem? RQ2: What are the trends and gaps in recent approaches
to support the build task of multiple teams in a software
development context?
We found that many approaches use automatic selection to
compose teams and varied criteria and diverse characteristics,
such as effort and cost estimates, professional role and
performance, technical and non-technical skills (RQ1).
We identified still that team formation is a critical step in
software project management. Most of the studies analyzed
highlight that to compose manually teams is a problem that the
industry has not yet overcome. The inadequate teams and
professionals' dissatisfaction results in missed deadlines, increased
costs, and projects with compromised quality (Table 1), in
addition to the loss of professionals' important skills. We also

After analysis of strategies, problems, challenges in literature,
and talking to researchers, specialists, and practitioners of the
industry, we developed the proposition of a practical and efficient
approach.
We analyze strategies in the literature to create the Decision
Support System prototype. We identify attribute categories,
related to hard skills and teams compose rules.
Our approach seeks to automate the team formation on level 2,
which is when the system offers a set of alternatives and humans
can accept or ignore to make a decision [18]. The approach aims
to optimize the team formation with hard skills (e.g., Java
language) of professionals (e.g., senior developer), as a similarity
or diversity grouping strategy and varied size. This proposal

defines the basic setting which was used in the prototype (Figure
1).
Furthermore, we analyze a database of historical data, created
in our previous work [16], with real information about a
company's projects, developers, and technologies used at the level
of technical tasks originated from Scrum artifacts, a framework
for management and agile development of projects software,
focused on team concept [19].
Table 2 shows the analysis results with category, description,
and tag related to the skills. The tags for each category were used
as textual search terms and will be selected as managers'
preferences.

professionals. To the user, the tool presents the information
contained in these tables in an appropriate format. A Decision
Support System must be interactive; sufficiently friendly; present
information in a format and terminology familiar to users; and
have a selective quantity of information [20].
Figure 2 illustrates a diagram of the proposed solution. The
manager (1) adds search tags (2). Then the tool algorithm searches
for profiles of professionals related to the tags in tables (3) with
organized information from the database (4) and shows the teams
suggested (2).

Table 2: Categorization of tags.
Category

Description

Tag

Platform

Application platform

Web, Mobile, Virtual reality,
Embedded, Desktop

Figure 2: Scheme of the proposed solution.
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Domain

Application domain

Educational, E-commerce, Bank,
TV

Technology

The technology used in the
Frontend and Backend of the
application (e.g.
programming languages,
database)

Angular, Java, Android,
JavaScript, MongoDB, RFID,
Typescript, Node, NodeJS,
Mongoose, Bootstrap, Express,
Bcrypt, JSPDF, Firebase

Architecture used in the
application

MVC, Client-server, EventBased, Multi Layer

Architecture

This analysis contributed to the present study to identify
criteria and characteristics to build our approach (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Decision Support System basic scenario to team
formation.
Therefore, the proposed solution consists of a system linked to
the company project management system, so that requests to your
database feed categorized tables with main information

Results and Discussion
Modeling of the proposed system

In software companies, it is common for the board and the most
experienced managers to define the final configuration of the
teams. Therefore, it was decided that the tool is aimed at them.
With the teams' suggestions, reach a consensus on the best
possible scenario. This avoids team conflicts.
The tool must cross information to make suggestions. Due to
software companies that can be made up of hundreds of
professionals, the tool will dispense manual registration. The tool
must have useful data tables, linked to the company's resource
management system.
The tool must receive information about projects and
professionals. This information is classified about the platform,
domain, technology, and architecture. Professionals should be
classified in terms of level, function, and others, which may be a
process or a new technology.
About the team size, the quantity can be entered individually
with levels considered: engineer, developer, senior, master, junior,
and middle. It is believed that, in this way, the tool can meet the
companies' strategies diversity. Thus it is possible to adopt the
configuration of standard teams, for example, a team of five
members consists of one senior, two masters, and two juniors.
Staff time varies, with projects typically lasting twelve months.
Regarding the team purpose, it was decided not to include it in the
approach, because it is not interesting to distinguish the purpose at
this moment.
In an application of the Create New Team use case (Figure 3),
a project manager starts adding search tags, related to skills about
the platform, domain, technology, and architecture. Then, add the
number and level of engineers and developers. Finally, select the
grouping type: homogeneous or heterogeneous.
Then, the system will search for members that have the
requested attributes and will suggest the teams. Figure 4 shows
the use-case diagram with this process.

In order to make the presentation of professionals in the tool as
efficient as possible [20], it was decided to gather the main
information in card format, as shown in Figure 5, where you can
view information on status (1), name (2), level (3), and skills of
the professional (4).

Figure 5: Sample card with information on the professional's
status, level, and skills.
Figure 3: Use case of the process of creating a new team of the
proposed solution.
The system then will search for members, calculate the
grouping function and generate teams. The compositions that have
the best results for the function used in the algorithm in relation to
the managers' preferences will be presented as a suggestion. The
manager chooses the work team that best suits his needs (Figure
4).

Figure 6 shows the People screen, where all professionals'
cards are presented and viewed according to professional level (1)
and availability status (2).

Figure 6: People screen.
Figure 7 shows the Projects screen, where all the company's
projects are presented in a timeline (1), allowing the manager to
view information on execution status (2), dates (3), allocated team
(4), and technologies (5) used in the projects, by a popup window.
The manager can add new projects (6) and see suggestions from
multiple teams to be allocated.

Figure 4: Use cases of the process of selecting a team.

Prototype
The proposed solution, which is in the prototype stage, is a
software tool capable of to suggest teams based on project
demands with the available resources in an optimized way. In
view of the existence of several scenarios, this proposal seeks to
define the basic scenario. A tool prototype was created to predict
how the artifact of the proposed solution will interact with the
problem context to achieve the stakeholders' goals [27].

Figure 7: Projects screen.

Figure 8 shows the Form Teams screen, where the manager can
view suggested teams, modify them, and, when preferred, allocate
them to the created projects. On this screen, the manager inserts
search tags (1) related to the projects' technologies, which are also
related to the professionals' technical skills. After that, the
manager defines the number of professionals to compose the
teams (2), being possible to enter by level. Finally, it confirms the
grouping type (3) according to needs and clicks on Form teams
(4).

Figure 8: Entry attribute fields screen.
As a result, illustrated in Figure 9, the solution delivers
accurate team suggestions that will facilitate the management
decision process. With transparency in the technical compatibility
found by the algorithm, the idea is to give managers the ability to
quantitatively assess the impact of different circumstances. The
manager, when necessary, can manipulate multiple parameters
and analyze alternative paths to the decision, seeking to increase
the performance of teams and the quality of projects.

suggestion 2 with 66.7% team compatibility (2), regarding to the
tags, and allow save (3) the suggestions to new projects.
People can be moved between teams to better fit and
preferences can be adjusted before making the best decision. The
suggestions chosen by the managers can be added to the projects
or, in the case of adaptation to the company's new technologies,
be recommended for training.
Therefore, it is clear that the present study presents itself as an
important contribution to academic literature, as it enables a better
understanding of the real needs of software project team
managers. Our solution maintains the independence and freedom
for managers to make the right decisions regarding the task of
allocating teams. This increases the confidence of our proposal
with stakeholders as to its effective use in the industry. This
system will be implemented as a web application and, for future
case studies, will be linked to the project management system that
is already in use in a company. We intend to implement the
Teamplus tool using the genetic algorithm because it is a powerful
search mechanism and one of the most suitable methods for
combinatorial optimization problems [28]. We intend still in
future study add non-technical categories.
Table 3 illustrates a comparison of our solution to the works
described, the last work corresponding to this research. In addition
to the fact that few of the works described are focused on
proposing a decision support system, many of them fall into the
problem of a solution with high human dependence.
Table 3: Comparison of approaches to support team building
decisions.
Reference

Solve the
problem?

Hard
Skill

Low human
dependence

friendly
[20]

[21]

Yes

No

No

No

[22]

Yes

No

No

No

[23]

Yes

No

No

No

[24]

Yes

No

No

No

[21]

Yes

Yes

No

No

[15]

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

[26]

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Present study

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figure 9: Result sample with suggested multiple teams.
In the example given in Figure 8, see the situation in which the
manager, responsible to form teams for a new project, inserts as
input the search tags “Java, Web, MVC”, related to the
technologies to develop the project. Selects by level three
developers: one Master, one Middle, and one Senior so that the
teams are composed of members as homogeneous as possible, that
is, experts in relation to technologies. After, (Figure 9) the tool
will deliver suggestion 1 with 77.8% compatibility (1) and team
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Conclusions

This study presents and describes the process of prototype
modeling of Decision Support System to assist managers in the
software multiple team formation.
The built prototype helps and improves the process of
assigning professionals to teams, taking into account the more

efficient hard skills, low human dependence to use the solution,
and shows information at a high level to project managers. To
that end, it was considered gaps in the literature on team
formation in the software development context, managers
preferences, and historical data about a company's projects.
The most important functionalities of the prototype are: to
present the main information in a practical format, suitable and
familiar to the users, transparency in the technical compatibility
between the professionals of the teams, giving the managers the
ability to assess the impact of different circumstances given the
suggested teams.
The future works, we intend to implement and integrate it in a
real industry environment. In addition, we intend to perform a
study case to validate the practical use. With that, contribute to the
academy-industry collaborations.
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